Article Review and Opinion

Please access the IHCC online databases for the Critical Reasoning Activity. On the Indian Hills home page, at the bottom of the page, you see Library. Click on Library. From the Library, click on online databases. This will give you several choices. Click on several choices.

Click on Ebsco Electric Journal Services or Electric library, and put in the subject area you are investigating according to the team you are on. You will find the user name and passwords on the home page of My Hills under My Services.

From the Electronic Resources: Each student will choose an article from the following topic and write an article review. An article review will include the name of the article, author, publication, date, and short summary of the article. Please include your opinion of the topic.

The article review should be uploaded to the specific location and it is worth 5 points.

Last Name starts with A through G - Ghosts and Paranormal

Last Name starts with H through M - UFO’S
Last Name starts with N through R - Dowsing

Last Name starts with S through Z - Angels and “Near death” Experience
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